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Part I 

Store Consciousness 
 
 

ACCORDING TO THE TEACHINGS of Manifestation Only Buddhism, our mind has eight 
aspects or, we can say, eight “consciousnesses.”  (1) 
     The first five are based in the physical senses. They are the consciousnesses that arise when 
our eyes see form, our ears hear sounds, our nose smells an odor, our tongue tastes something, or 
our skin touches an object.  
    The sixth, mind consciousness (manovijñana), arises when our mind contacts an object of 
perception.  
   The seventh, manas, is the part of consciousness that gives rise to and is the support of mind 
consciousness.  
   The eighth, store consciousness (alayavijñana), is the ground, or base, of the other seven 
consciousnesses. (2)  
Verses One through Fifteen are about store consciousness .  
 
Store consciousness has three functions.       
The first is to store and preserve all the “seeds” (bija) of our experiences.  
The seeds buried in our store consciousness represent everything we have ever done, experienced, 
or perceived. The seeds planted by these actions, experiences, and perceptions are the “subject” 
of consciousness. The store consciousness draws together all these seeds just as a magnet attracts 
particles of iron.  
      
The second aspect of store consciousness is the seeds themselves.  
A museum is more than the building, it is also the works of art that are displayed there. In the 
same way, store consciousness is not just the “storehouse” of the seeds but also the seeds 
themselves. The seeds can be distinguished from the store consciousness, but they can be found 
only in the storehouse. When you have a basket of apples, the apples can be distinguished from 
the basket. If the basket were empty, you would not call it a basket of apples. Store 
consciousness is, at the same time, both the storehouse and the content that is stored. The seeds 
 
 are thus also the “object” of consciousness. So when we say “consciousness,” we are referring to 
both the subject and the object of consciousness at the same time.  
 
 The third function of store consciousness is as a “store for the attachment to a self.” (3) 
This is because of the subtle and complex relationship between manas, the seventh consciousness, 
and the store consciousness. Manas arises from store consciousness, turns around and takes hold 
of a portion of store consciousness, and regards this grasped part as a separate, discrete entity, a 
“self.” Much of our suffering results from this wrong perception on the part of manas, and it is 
the subject of our in-depth study in Part II of this book.    
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(1)Both Vijñanavada and Yogachara were early Mahayana Buddhist schools based on the study of the 
nature of consciousness. Vijñana means literally “mind” or “consciousness.” The school is more 
commonly referred to as the Mind Only or Consciousness Only school. This name is often 
misunderstood as a kind of idealism, however, so throughout this book I will refer to it as the 
Manifestation Only (Vijñaptimatra) school. Yogachara means “application of yoga” or meditation, 
particularly the meditative practices of the perfections (paramita), the essential qualities of a 
bodhisattva.   

 
(2)All schools of Buddhism recognize a basic consciousness from which “mental formations” (chitta-
samskara) arise. The Tamrashatiya school called it “stream of constituents of existence” 
(bhavangashrota), the stream of being, the ground for samsara and rebirth. The Manifestation Only 
school also described consciousness as always continuous, like a stream of water. Master Tâng Hôi, 
the first Dhyana (Zen) master in Vietnam, compared the mind to an ocean (“ocean-mind”). 
Everything we see, hear, smell, taste, touch, feel, or think flows into the ocean of our mind like 
thousands of rivers. In the Sarvastivada school, the term “root, or base, consciousness” (mulavijñana) 
was used. In the Thirty Verses, Vasubandhu used the Sarvastivada terms “root consciousness” and 
“transforming consciousness.” Original Buddhism used the words chitta (sometimes called chitta-raja, 
“mind-king”), manas, and vijñana interchangeably for “mind.” By the time of the development of 
Manifestation Only Buddhism, each of these three terms had its own sphere of meaning. “Chitta” 
referred to store consciousness—the root, or basis, of consciousness. Phenomena (dharma) that arise 
from store consciousness are called “mind functions” (chaitasika). The Avatamsaka Sutra uses the 
term “mind only” (chitta matrata). Later, in the Lankavatara Sutra, the terms “manifestation only” 
(vijñapti matrata) and “consciousness only” (vijñana matrata) were introduced. 
 
(3)  Although terms like “ability to store,” “object stored,” “all the seeds,” and “store for the 
attachment to a self” were first used in the Manifestation Only school of Mahayana Buddhism, the 
basis of their meaning was already present in teachings of Original and Many-Schools Buddhism. 
(See Afterword.)  Hanh, Thich Nhat. Understanding Our Mind: 51 Verses on Buddhist Psychology (p. 
256). Parallax Press. Kindle Edition. 


